
It’s Tryout Season Once Again, 
 
The Columbus area soccer community is about to have the largest choice of which league or program they are going to 
play in during the coming seasonal year that we have ever had.   We hope MOSSL, (established 1985), serving boys and 
girls, ages 9 through 19, will be at the TOP of your list of organizations that you are considering.   
 

Following the lead of the new state association, the Ohio Soccer Association, MOSSL is looking to have a complete 
restructuring of the way it does business.  Pending MOSSL’s Board of Director’s approval, (which is fully expected), all 
soccer clubs that place teams in MOSSL will have  voting rights for things such as, rule changes and voting for league 
officers.  In addition, it is fully expected that there will be a SIGNIFICANT reduction in the number and complexity of 
MOSSL’s rules and bylaws.    
 

MOSSL is planning to REDUCE team registration fees: 

Current 1st Season Fee Proposed 1st Season Fee Current 2nd Season Fee Proposed 2nd Season Fee 

U-9/10 =  $400.00  U-9/10 = $300.00 U-9/10 = $175.00 U-9/10 = $75.00 

U-11 & Older = $500 U-11 & Older = $350.00 U-11 & Older = $225.00 U-11 & Older = $75.00 
 

In addition, if a team first registers in a different OSA league, (NOTE – this must be a US YOUTH league), then the MOSSL 
per team fee would just be $75.00 per season.  MOSSL is able to offer this greatly reduced cost because the player 
registration cost to OSA, including insurance, is being paid by the other league.   It should be pointed out that dual 
registration; (registration in MOSSL and in another OSA league) is being encouraged by MOSSL and why not?  Where 
else can you get an 8 game league schedule, (self-scheduled) – for just $75.00?  
 

When is the deadline to join MOSSL for the Fall 2021 season?   
 The deadline to apply to MOSSL is July 5th. 
 

When is the deadline to join the other Columbus area OSA league / program? 
 The deadline to apply to Buckeye Premier is July 5th. 
 The deadline to apply to OSADL-Columbus is July 16th.  
 

These deadlines were chosen to maximize your opportunities for you to decide which organization(s) best fit all of 
your needs. 
  

Why should MOSSL be at the TOP of your list of leagues to join this Fall? 
 

 A full time office staff in a permanent professional office setting dedicated to the success of your club, team, 
coaches and players. 

 

 Newly enabled voting rights to give everyone a voice and vote in the league’s operation.  
 

 A top notch, well run, single location End- of-the-Season tournament that is second to none. 
 

 You know what you are going to get when you apply for and when your team plays in MOSSL.  MOSSL has a long 
history of being a strong, steadying influence in the community and one that is not swayed by the whims of a 
handful of large, powerful clubs.   

 

For more information, please feel free to contact me at any time. 
 
Jim Sturm, 
MOSSL President, 
 
614 – 270 – 6062 
JIMSTURM@AOL.COM 
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